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We all have our own habits when it comes to working on our car. Organization is a recurring consideration when getting down to
the job at hand. Spending an hour trying to track down the parts for your weekend project can be mentally defeating.
Putting parts in zip-lock bags and marking them is an age-old trick that has been discussed myriad times before, but what to do
with them afterward, not as much. When my Buick came back from being painted some years back there was still lots of assembly
work to do on it to get it road ready. Once I reinstalled the interior, I realized that the remaining parts were small enough to fit into
the trunk if I so desired.
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Earth shattering information, I know. No one else has ever thought of the storing car parts in a car, right? Hear me out. Many times
storing parts in a project car means simply throwing everything you took off of it back inside of it with little rhyme or reason
except to get the parts off the floor and out of the way. Then we have to dig through them all whenever we need something and
working on the car becomes more of a chore because the parts are always in the way and nothing is really easy to find.
What I decided to do was place small parts, already bagged and tagged, into cardboard boxes that were marked for particular
zones of the car—engine compartment; interior; body; chassis; etc. – and store them in the trunk. Even when I purchased new
parts, I put them in the proper boxes. Since I didn’t have any pressing work to do in the trunk, they wouldn’t be in my way when
working on the car—as they would be if stored in the passenger compartment.
Some may consider storing parts in the trunk of a freshly painted car as being a little dangerous. What if the paint gets scratched
when loading and unloading? Keep in mind, these small parts would be in cardboard boxes already, which provides some
protection and cushioning; I’m not constantly loading and unloading, and when doing so it’s only one small box at a time over the
trunk lip and never from the side over the quarter panels. And finally, the car wasn’t being driven at the time. I don’t recommend
this tip if you are already driving the car regularly, as dimpling a quarter from inside the trunk thanks to cargo shifting would be
no fun at all.
This simple procedure of storing the remaining parts in the trunk helped to accomplish more than you may initially realize:

1967 Buick Riviera $6,500
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It kept the parts and fasteners where I could get to them quickly and easily.
It reduced the chance of losing any of them.
It enabled quick examination to determine if a part had to be cleaned, restored or replaced.
It reduced the chance of buying doubles of parts.
It kept them in a dry, safe place.
It kept garage clutter down.
It kept the Buick parts from getting mixed in with those from other projects.
It allowed me to gauge progress on the Buick not just by knowing that a new part was installed, but also by watching the piles of bags in
the boxes get smaller and smaller.
The last one may seem inconsequential, but the truth is, we (at least me) can use all the positive reinforcement possible when
working on our cars. Physically seeing a pile of parts get smaller means progress, and progress fosters motivation. Another
important thing to do is to use a smaller box each time the parts pile diminishes enough to warrant it, thereby making headway
even more evident upon a glance into the trunk of the car. (Cardboard boxes are essentially free at my house, since something
inevitably shows up on a weekly basis from mail-order shopping. And the boxes come in various sizes so just the right size can be
employed.)

1962 Oldsmobile Starfire $22,750

Do you have any tips that offer advantages to working on our cars? Please share them with the rest of us.
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38 Responses to “A very simple organizational / motivational trick for working on your car”
sumdudeonline says:

July 10, 2015 at 8:46 am

1963 Ford Galaxie 500XL $8,500

Good plan. Trunk floor looks really good, maybe a cloth/ blanket to protect from scuffing?
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 8:38 am

Yes, excellent idea.
Thanks.

1951 Plymouth Belvedere $12,000

REPLY

Mark Axen says:

July 15, 2015 at 2:00 pm

I prefer the clear plastic tubs sold at the big box stores for these reasons: They keep out water, rodents, and
insects. They keep IN hard parts, fluids, small escaped parts, and will not puncture. They are sturdier and
stackable, easier to lift and transport, last longer than cardboard, and come in sizes. Keep some index cards and
tape handy, and label them from the inside.

REPLY

Carmen Angelo says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:23 am

I learned my lesson with a 65 Buick Rivera back in the early 80ʼs I had to go back over a parts car I bought and visually and take apart areas
of the car then look through my loose parts and relabel all the pieces into plastic bags tagging them then into boxes and that were designated
into sections of the car. I too stored them in the trunk never had to worry about them. It took a long long time and I still adhered to the above
and it has served me well since then.
REPLY

Terry McMinn says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:23 am

1947 Lincoln Continental $8,700

I like to make paper tags with part name, location on vehicle, quantity of parts or fasteners in bag, and put this tag in the bag with the part. I
have found the over time, magic marker will magically evaporate and disappear from the plastic bags.
REPLY

sumdudeonline says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:55 am

Use a sharpie marker but still over time…
The redundant tag inside can only help, not hurt.
REPLY

Len says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:28 am

FANTASTIC concept!

1956 Continental Mark II $39,000

REPLY

Len says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:30 am

If only my Caterham had a bigger trunk (boot)!
REPLY

Alvin Shier says:

July 10, 2015 at 9:52 am

Good piece Thomas. I wish the guy who took the 1961 Pontiac Parisienne Convertible I bought in pieces years ago would have read your
article before he took the car completely apart then gave up and stored it.
His kids managed to get into the car and had lots of fun playing with all the little name plates, losing some breaking others. same thing with all
the cute little adjusters and so forth that make the side windows work properly. Nuts and bolts and all that nice little stuff kids like to cart away
in their pockets.
When I got this car I assembled it with what was left and found a plethora of little stuff (all the stuff that drives ya crazy finding) missing. I
ended up buying another 1961 Pontiac (a 4 door hardtop) to get all the little stuff. Trying to find a parts 1961 Pontiac convertible (25 years ago)
was impossible at a decent price, so thus the 4 dr HT.

1967 Ford Mustang $60,000
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After it all I still ended up with a car that took forever to find a new home, and this car was an original paint rust free beauty. That has changed
today as the car is very much in demand.
Why did the previous owner take it apart you ask? I still puzzled over that too.
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Car Sales Brochures
geomechs says:

July 10, 2015 at 12:31 pm

Hi Alvin. Iʼve been caught doing the same thing. Years ago I took my ʼ47 Ford pickup apart then stored it. Trouble was I didnʼt
realize how many moves, combined with a marriage and divorce, it would take before I could come back and really tackle the
job. Despite having stuff labeled and tagged, things still disappeared (poor choice for a storage space). Iʼve never had such a
nightmare finding places for all the spare fasteners or finding missing fasteners. And this is an old pickup with not that many
parts. But itʼs shaping up so all isnʼt completely lost–yet.

Corsia Auto Logistics

I took a restoration course at the Reynolds Museum some years ago and learned a lot (including proper storage of small items)
about the restoration process.
REPLY

Chuck F 55chevy says:
I guess replacing the rusty trunk floor of my 61 Catalina convertible should be my number one priority!
sheet metal panels available.

July 10, 2015 at 10:14 am

Good thing that is one of the few

REPLY

Bert Brown says:

July 10, 2015 at 10:54 am

Iʼve torn apart the entire garage looking for parts before I realized I had stored them in the trunk!
REPLY

GabrielS says:

Most-viewed Parts
July 10, 2015 at 11:12 am

For a vehicle spending considerable time stored in the garage, itʼs a great place in hiding presents!
REPLY

scott h says:

July 10, 2015 at 11:39 am

dammit! Bugeye Sprite with ford powerplant!!! Pull trailer!! Eureka!!! All jokes aside itʼs a good plan. And Yet, any plan is better than no plan.
REPLY

howie says:

July 10, 2015 at 11:41 am

After driving I would think these boxes would be all over inside of the trunk, and also you would be losing trunk space for what most people
use the trunk for.
REPLY

51 Ford Guy says:

July 11, 2015 at 11:22 pm

Thomas covered that in the article. If youʼre driving the car, donʼt store the parts in the trunk. They could cause an unintended
protrusion in a quarter panel.
REPLY

Speedzzter says:

Columbia Two speed Overdrive rearend
$2,000.00
July 10, 2015 at 11:48 am

And storing ʼem in the trunk makes it more convenient when you flip the unfinished “project” to someone else . . . .
Sadly, this idea probably wonʼt work too well when restoring a Mustang or other pony car.
On my current project, Iʼve got the stuff bagged and tagged in a government surplus four-drawer filing cabinet . . . and it still all wonʼt fit (no
way all the take-offs would fit in the trunk)
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 10:04 am

I like the filing cabinet idea.
I may drag a few of my metal filing cabinets from the basement up to the garage to house some parts for other projects.
1959 Pontiac Bonneville 2 door 389 Auto Comp
$1,500.00

REPLY

John C. Kovalo says:

July 10, 2015 at 11:50 am

A couple of other tips, Thomas:
1. I keep a small bin in the shop full of empty [plastic] mayonnaise, peanut butter, and parmesan cheese jars – or anything else that general
size, and whenever I have SMALL parts for a project [automotive or no], the parts get put into one of those jars and kept in the appropriate
area – in your case the trunk. Unless Iʼm absolutely sure as to what the part is, i enclose a piece of paper labeling it, as well as factory
instructions, etc.
Now, I should point out that the tendency for all of us is to keep small parts in a small container, right? WRONG – O!!
Small containers get lost, and small plastic bags are the worst – you might as well throw those extra carburetor jets away, if youʼre just gonna
put ʼem in a plastic bag and stick ʼem someplace for a few months. Itʼs the same principle as the guy at the gas station handing you a restroom
key attached to a big chunk of wood – YOU DONʼT LOSE IT THIS WAY.
1955 1985 FORD EXHAUST MANIFOLDS V8
AND 6 CY $125.00

When the projectʼs over and the jar is empty, it goes back in the bin. Voila!
2. Another small tip: when you box up things, especially if you tape them shut, stick a sheet of paper with an inventory of the box, especially if
its going to be stored for a while. If you break into the box for a couple of parts, donʼt forget to cross them off the list! Likewise if you stick parts
in there.
And of course label the outside.
3. It doesnʼt hurt to tie-wrap groups of parts together before boxing them up. It doesnʼt hurt to keep them tie-wrapped until just before theyʼre
used. It may keep one from shooting across the shop and under that cobweb-infested cabinet.
If you donʼt heed any of these, at least do 1. and get in the habit of keeping SMALL parts in rather LARGE, clear rigid containers. [Now where
IS that idle jet? I couldʼve sworn it was in this box, somewhere.]
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Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 8:47 am

Great tips, John.
Thanks
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It also helps to number the boxes and keep an inventory of each one in a computer document. This way you have quick access
to seeing whatʼs in each box without having to dig them out. You just have to remember to update the computer file each time
you install some parts.

Weekly Podcast

REPLY

One Way says:

July 10, 2015 at 11:57 am

I have been doing a similar process on my resurrection project over the past 3 years. Resealable baggies and kitchen leftover containers with
lids all have been labeled and reminder notes left inside, such as 2 screws were missing when disassembled, middle screw threads were
stripped, etc to help jog the memory when reassembling. The small containers were then placed in cardboard boxes labeled by car function or
location-fuel system, charging system, door panels, dash, etc. It is good to see the boxes empty slowly and even better when you can
eliminate that box. I am at the stage of slowly emptying but trunk storage in the 68 Datsun roadster is not much and have stored the boxes
around the work shop, a few in the trunk and interior compartment. Great to see I am not the only one to be a bit fussy about parts removal
and storage. Thanks for the good article.
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 10:06 am

I really like the idea of the reminder notes inside the containers that worn of missing fasteners etc.
REPLY

Randy D says:

July 10, 2015 at 5:11 pm

Great article. I drink mix instant Poweraid in my lemonaid. My doctor told me to stay hydrated during the summers. It comes in a large plastic
jar with a screw on lid, perfect for small fastners, screws, etc. Iʼve been saving them for three years now. My 70 Plymouth must have 50 empty

Join us each week for
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foremost personalities
in the collector car
hobby. Listen now.

cans in the trunk. Since they are light weight, they wonʼt fall through my rusted trunk pan
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 8:59 am

Another great idea. Iʼve been saving plastic containers from food and drinks to use for parts and fasteners for years. Sometimes I
think my garage looks more like a pantry than a work space.
REPLY

JR says:

July 10, 2015 at 6:14 pm

Get your free boxes from the post office.
REPLY

Jim V says:

July 10, 2015 at 7:32 pm

Good article. This might seem like common sense, but we (I) need to be intentional about following through.
Iʼm good about boxing and bagging parts, but tend to scatter parts around the garage and the basement, then forget where I put them and
waste
time looking. Part of my problem is shared space.
If the trunk of the car youʼre working on is too small, maybe some shelves nearby the car if you have room? Nearby I think being key.
REPLY

Gerard Weitz says:

July 10, 2015 at 10:24 pm

Tom, great idea. I am slowly getting started on my 62 Tempest/LeMans and your idea will work greatly.Just curious, what is your Buick ? The
color in the picture looks like Stratomist Blue, like I had on a 72 Skylark 350.I have always enjoyed your posts, keep up the great work !
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 10:12 am

Gerard,
The Buick is a 1967 GS 400. I had it repainted 1967 Buick Blue Mist, code F. Thanks for the compliment. Good luck with your
LeMans.
REPLY

Jim S says:

July 10, 2015 at 10:32 pm

Iʼve been doing storing parts in the trunk for a few years now and itʼs a great way to reduce clutter around the garage. Youʼd be surprised how
much can actually fit in the trunk of a ʼ69 Camaro.
Iʼll also add that that same trunk is a great place to hide birthday and Christmas presents.
REPLY

Dodge Guy says:

July 11, 2015 at 8:59 am

I put up a peg board wall in one corner of my shop and shelvs below. Peg board is divided of into sections corresponding to different areas of
the car. Same with shelves below. I can easily see what is inside each labels bag and go through and R&R each bag as needed and same
with shelves below.
One corner of the shop is all that was needed to do this. Note this does include engine, transmission, doors, etc
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 8:53 am

Great idea!
Thanks
REPLY

Joe says:

July 11, 2015 at 9:27 am

You have stumbled upon one of the great secrets! My El Camino has boxes like those in the bed for the moldings and other trim soon to be
replaced when the bed gets a repaint. Since the car is road-ready but waiting for body work, I have to remove them whenever we drive it
Our 1950 John Deere M tractor has no trunk, so during the resto I kept parts nearby on shelves. I only lost one box…found it just before I was
to order a replacement part.
REPLY

51 Ford Guy says:

July 11, 2015 at 11:28 pm

Thanks for this article, Thomas.
My garage work space resembles one of those blow-up diagrams of my 51 Tudor. The front seat is in storage in the house, so there are a lot
of parts in its place- in original boxes from the suppliers. I did have a small problem- left the passenger side doorʼs window down and operated
my cutoff saw near the car. Soon Iʼll get the shop vac working and discover the parts.
REPLY

51 Ford Guy says:

July 11, 2015 at 11:30 pm

I forgot to mention that it is actually a miter saw and the car is now full of sawdust.
REPLY

Tom DeMauro says:

July 13, 2015 at 8:55 am

Been there, done that.
Buick window open, nearby table saw.
REPLY

Frank B says:

July 14, 2015 at 7:36 pm

Unless I overlooked seeing this, one of the best organizational and “memory” tools we have at our finger tips is our cell phoneʼs camera.
Take plenty of pictures of the parts to be removed prior to doing so, during the removal process and save them to your ʻputer or in the cloud,
WITH CLEARLY IDENTIFIABLE FILE NAMES……IN SEPARATE FOLDERS.
Itʼll save you many frustrating hours come re-install time.
Frank
REPLY

Mark Axen says:

July 15, 2015 at 1:45 pm

As a retired Postal employee, I recommend the heavy-duty boxes that rubber bands came in. I have repurposed many of these!
REPLY

gregg says:

July 17, 2015 at 11:00 am

the author is obviously deeply disturbed and needs immediate help…….; )
REPLY
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